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MORE
AND
MORE

We experience today a technological
revolution and, at the same time, a new
paradigm in the intersection between
economy and technology. A technological
revolution, gave us new tools worthy
of science fiction films, 3D printing,
nanomaterials, artificial intelligence, robotics
intelligence and autonomous vehicles. And
a new paradigm at the intersection between
society and technology because, never
before, new technologies have quickly
changed the way how we live.

a voice, an identity, a bank account, to do
transactions, among many other aspects
and, consequently, to provide for greater
participation and access to knowledge,
with huge potential to improve the lives of
disadvantaged populations. While it is true
that more than 25 % of children do not have
a birth certificate1, let us take, for example,
what a project like IDINA can do for the
world in the identification field.

However, in an increasingly digital
world where there are countless mobile
If doubts existed about this ever more
applications that aim to make our lives
technological and more digital future, the
easier, whether for online shopping,
pandemic that struck us in 2020/2021 has transportation services, joining a meeting,
clearly shown not only this inevitability, but sharing documents, signing contracts, it is
also the benefits of that same digitisation.
not difficult to imagine that digital identity
In many cases, the digital world was the
will, in the future, be a central instrument.
only way how we continued to connect with Today, nevertheless, as we evolve from
our families and friends and, for economic
our physical, electronic identity to a mobile
operators, the only way in which they could identity aiming at that digital identity, we are
continue to operate for a long time.
still struggling with massive cases of identity
theft or fraud, in various manifestations of
This more digital society, with computational cybercrime.
and communication powers in the palm of
the hand, can also mean a more egalitarian The above words have been well measured
society. Indeed, it makes it possible to give with regard to the evolution of concepts.
1 United Nations Children’s Fund, Birth Registration for Every Child by 2030: Are we on track?UNICEF, New York, 2019

Today we have a physical identity and a
sovereign electronic identity, in addition
to multiple digital identities “offered” by
multinational companies such as Google or
Facebook.
The evolution of sovereign electronic identity
to a mobile identity is now trivial due to the
current state of the art. The latest generation
of smartphones is increasingly used as a
laptop rather than as a phone, due to its
processing capability, wide memories, multiinch screens and operating systems that
encourage the development of applications
and new features.
These smartphones are thus becoming the
dominant form of access to digital channels,
both for social and leisure purposes, as
well as for commercial and financial
interactions and, consequently, also with
the public services offered by governments
which, therefore, have the potential to free
their users from the physical or location
constraints inherent to the provision of
conventional services. With more than 6
billion smartphone subscriptions worldwide
in 2020, and more than four-fifths of the
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world’s population covered by mobile
communication networks, it is now possible
to make public contents and services
accessible anywhere, anytime, available to
almost anyone.
As regards the concept of digital identity,
it constitutes an essential component of the
proper functioning of increasingly digital
societies, since it can provide unambiguous
evidence of identification in non-personal
relationships.
In order to establish trust in any electronic
transaction, it must be possible to know that
the credentials used to support a declaration
of identity or an attribute are valid,
legitimate and verifiable from an automated
and immediate way, thus enabling the
provision of a variety of services without
the need for movement and face-to-face
service. This alone has the potential to
generate significant benefits, including lower
context costs and greater social, financial
and political inclusion.

control (controlling whether the entity can
perform a given action) and allocation
of responsibilities (knowing who was
responsible for an action). While the second
clearly lacks the need for identification (i.e.
singularisation of the entity in a context), in
the former this may not be the case. At the
extreme, the identification of an entity may
even be undesirable. For example, in a
hypothetical computer voting system, only
authorised voters should be able to vote
(access control) but it should not be possible
to connect a vote to a voter.
In this context, the Imprensa Nacional –
Casa da Moeda (INCM) is at the forefront
of innovation, as it is aware of the ongoing
digital revolution and of its impact on
the needs for identification and of the
confidence on which it is based.

INCM, with its project of a driving license
on the mobile phone which, together with
IMT and INESC TEC, it started in 2017 and
due to expire at the second half of 2021,
intends to implement and consolidate the
Nowadays, the concept of digital identity is establishment of formal rules applying to a
seen in a more comprehensive way. Identity digital identification or license document,
attributes are primarily used for access
safely housed in a specific mobile

application, for the purposes of official
and legal recognition, promoting the
same, or even greater, effectiveness of a
physical document. In particular, the project
implements a proof of concept of the Digital
Driving License according to ISO/IEC
18013-5 that ensures its interoperability at
international level.
With the publication of this brochure,
we invite the reader to learn about
our approach in the world of mobile
identification – a near future – with special
emphasis on the solutions designed to
meet the needs and aspirations of our
increasingly digital society. Soon, we will
also publish the approach to digital identity,
thus complementing this brochure with a
broader concept and a new view on this
subject.

INCM CEO
Gonçalo Caseiro
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1. INTRODUCTION
GLOBAL
SMARTPHONES
USERS INCREASED
BY 40% BETWEEN
2016 AND 2020

Several mobile applications, such
as those that provide services like
eGovernment, eBanking, ePayment,
eCommerce and shared transportation,
require the user to be reliably and
unequivocally identified.

AND 6.6 MILLION PERSONS HAVE
INTERNET IN THEIR SMARTPHONES,
WHICH ALLOW THEM TO USE
COUNTLESS MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Currently, the process often relies on
less reliable validations like sending
scanned images of physical ID
documents which is time consuming
and prone to human errors, leading
to both mobile application developers
and its users to ask for faster and more

reliable mobile digital identification
methods. Cross-border digital
identification presents a significant
hurdle, as national identification
schemes and credentials can vary
widely, necessarily impacting the
trust and convenience placed on
identification methods that should
be effectively interoperable.
The application of mobile digital
identification solutions to these market
fields can open interesting business
opportunities.

Consultancy business companies
believe that this is a growing market.
McKinsey published a report
claiming that until 2030 mobile
digital identification solutions can
unlock between 3 to 13% of each
country GDP.
McKinsey “Digital identification,” no. April, 2019.
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BY 2023, MOBILE DEVICE USERS
WILL INCREASE TO

7.33
BILLION

1. Introduction

BY 2025, 72% OF ALL INTERNET
USERS WILL SOLELY USE
SMARTPHONES TO ACCESS THE WEB

THE MOBILE INDUSTRY CONNECTS OVER
3.5 BILLION PEOPLE TO THE INTERNET
(47% OF THE GLOBAL POPULATION)

72%

3.5
BILLION
PEOPLE

MOBILE CONNECTIONS
AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
POPULATION

AVERAGE NUMBER
OF CONNECTIONS
PER UNIQUE MOBILE USER

103%

1.55

Figure 1- Smartphone users worldwide 2016-2021 [1].
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The mobile digital identification field is still
undergoing research where concurrent
development efforts and potential security threats
along with usability issues are being studied
and mitigated through the application
or adaptation of international standards
and frameworks for mobile digital identity.
It is in this context that INCM has been continuously
working to develop innovative, trustworthy and
convenient solutions, aimed at dematerializing
identification and authentication processes,
assuring effective and secure mobile digital
mechanisms and, at the same time, exploring the
willingness of citizens to use mobile apps.

1. Introduction
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1. Introduction

WORLDWIDE DIGITAL
IDENTITY STANDARDIZATION
INITIATIVES

ETSI TS
102 204

(mobile signatures) [2]

eIDAS

(electronic identification and
trust services for electronic
transactions in the EU) [3]

NIST SP
800-63-3

(digital identity guidelines)
[4]

ISO 18013-5
(mobile Driving License
(mDL)[5]

The international working group that is
currently setting the standards of future
interoperable mDL solutions, spanning the
entire ecosystem: identification providers,
verifiers (e.g. law-enforcement) and
document holders (Citizens).
Security and privacy by design are central
issues in the specification. Even without a final
mDL standard published, several countries
are already launching mDL initiatives.
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1.

MOBILE IDENTITY
INITATIVES IN EUROPE
EXAMPLES

The usefulness of this type of
identity infrastructure goes beyond
the interaction with state-level
public entities providing general
trustworthy identification
to third-parties wich is also
convenient for Citizens.

In addition, INCM is currently
working on a completely innovative
project to enable still in 2021 a
national pilot on mobile driving
licenses and mobile digital
identitification fully compliant
with the most recent international
standards allowing for convenient
and trustworthy online or offline
verification without compromising
the data integrity.

Introduction
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SOME DIGITAL IDENTITY
INITIATIVES IN EUROPE

1.

Since 2014, Iceland launched
an electronic ID that is saved in
a SIM card and accessible with
a PIN number. This electronic ID
can be used for instance to sign
bank documents.

Countries like Finland, the
Netherlands, Kosovo,
Denmark, Spain and
the United Kingdom are
already developing and, in
some cases deploying mDL
proof-concept applications
(PoCs) [6].

Portugal has been depicted as a success case in adapting public services to constantly and
evolving technological environment, bringing substantial improvements to the interaction between
the State and citizens. One of the most emblematic projects developed by INCM, in 2007, was the
Citizen Card (CC), with digital qualified certificates, enabling, since then, authentication and digital
safe signature, thereby supporting and increasing confidence on the relationships between the State
and citizens in the new digital world in which we live. This project leveraged the adoption of the
E-Government national strategy, internationally recognized and distinguished. Another mechanism
that should be highlighted in this context is the Digital mobile key (CMD), constituting itself as the
natural development of CC, which is a simple and secure mechanism for authenticating on various
public and private websites, requiring only a mobile phone and a 4-digit PIN code.

Introduction

Beyond mDL initiatives, other mobile identification
programs include multiple digital mobile identity services
implemented and in widespread use in Estonia.
Government-level services in Estonia are already taking
advantage of eServices to achieve higher administration
efficiency, and enhance engagement with their Citizens
by offering time savings and convenience on performing
such tasks as obtaining tax refund or just those generally
requiring the signature of legal documents.

The Republic of Moldova started
in 2011 the implementation of
Mobile eID concept that works as
an ID in the virtual world, allowing
users to authenticate themselves in
cyberspace, with the aim to prove
their identity with the help of a
cell phone or electronically sign
a legally‑binding transaction or
document.

In 2009 Austria implemented
an eSignature product called
Handy-Signatur. With the mobile
based or card based version
of Handy-Signatur, Austrian
Citizens can sign legally binding
documents, invoices and contracts
electronically.
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1. Introduction

MOBILE DIGITAL
IDENTITY INITATIVES
IN EUROPE
Amongst the projects underway, Mobile Driving License
(mDL) merits special attention here, since it represents a
breakthrough innovation channel for sharing and validating
identity, in a straightforward and secure manner.

· A secure driving license
application contained
in a mobile device, for the
citizen (mDL holder)

· A mobile driving license
reader application, for
the inspection entities
(e.g. police authorities
or third party service
providers)

Although ISO 18013-5 mDL Standard is still not yet
published, the current version already allowed us
to develop a mobile digital solution which is compliant
with all functional, security and interoperability
requirements, assuring data integrity at all times.
In fact, ISO 18013-5 mDL provides a complete
framework for the existence of:

· Cryptographic
Data-integrity-checking
mechanisms (online/offline)

· Full Interoperability
among ISO 18013-5
compliant implementations.
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INCM holds an encompassing view
of the potential of mobile digital
identification solutions, as the mobile
driving licenses may serve, not only
as proof that citizens are allowed
to drive, but also as a reliable and
interoperable solution that can
provide other identification attributes
such as legal age, thus facilitating the
implementation of countless use cases
for in person or online secure identity
verification for both government and
private service providers:

1. Introduction

· LAW

ENFORCEMENT

· CAR RENTAL

AND CAR/
BIKE SHARING

· FINANCIAL SERVICES
eBanking

· ONLINE GAMBLING
AND BETTING

· HOTEL CHECK-IN
· eContracts
· ACCESS CONTROL
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2. CHALLENGES
The adoption of a given mobile digital identity solution will hinge on the
overall trustworthiness of the system for its multiple stakeholders along with
its usefulness and convenience. Any solution will necessarily incorporate a
distributed system consisting of three types of entities:
• Issuing authorities,
whose ability to attest to the attributes associated with an identity, most 		
likely anchored on a PKI, must be trusted by all participants in the system;
• Verifiers,
• Credential holders,
those that will use and trust 			
that will need to trust that
identification and authentication
the mobile digital counterpart
mechanisms based on the system;
is at least as secure as the soveregin
physical credential and cannot be
unduly used to identify
or authenticate the holder.

From a broader perspective, the
interoperability of mobile digital
identity systems developed and
deployed in different countries
should also be a concern when
considering a specific solution.
Standardization efforts provide
frameworks for interoperability
and thus should provide an input
to system design.
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2. Challenges

Facial image

Attributes such as fingerprints and facial images are important data
items for the system uniquely identify each user. Different architectures,
ranging from purely centralized to purely distributed data storage
can be devised, with hybrid architectures enabling the most flexible
solutions, storing data both centrally, at the issuing authority and
locally, in the holder’s mobile device. The trade-off is that consistency
between the local and the distributed data sets must then be ensured.
Data stored by the issuing authority are authoritative in nature, while
data stored in a holder’s mobile device.

IDEN

Fingerprints

Name / Birth day
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Focusing on mobile
applications supporting
identity credentials, data
at rest are not the only point
of concern, as data should
also be protected during
processing. Modern mobile
devices provide security
features such as secure
hardware elements that can
be leveraged to improve data
security, including from other
applications running in the
same device.

MOBILE
APPLI

2. Challenges

When developing or selecting
an application to support identity
credentials, security and privacy
should be featured by design and not
as a secondary concern.
A mobile application can be
the interface between a mobile
digital identitiy service and the
Citizen,virtually millions of instances
will be installed in mobile devices,
featuring different hardware and
software characteristics. Coverage
of a solution regarding the potential
use is another relevant aspect.
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WIRELESS
LOCAL
COMMU
NICATIONS

2. Challenges

Wireless local communication
(Bluetooth, NFC) between a mobile
application supporting identity
credentials and a verifier must also
be secure: each participant needs
to be sure that the other party is the
one intended, precluding man-inthe-middle attacks; and to avoid
eavesdropping of a Citizens identity
attributes.
For example, out-of-band communication
and cryptographic algorithms for secure-key
exchange can be used for both purposes,
enabling participants to securely establish
a session key to cipher any sensitive data to
be transmitted. The same considerations hold
for communication over the Internet,
for example, with the issuing authority.
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SECURITY
Along with these security-related
requirements, overall dependability must
be a key aspect of system design, meaning
that the system remains available, even
as the number of users or identification
requests increases and, that its behavior
remains correct, even if communication or
other types of failures occur.
As an example, the current version of the ISO
181013-5 standard incorporates an offline mode of
operation that only requires local communication
between credential holders and verifiers for
identification or attribute attestation to be possible.

2. Challenges
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3. MARKET SEGMENTS
IMPACTED BY MOBILE
DIGITAL IDENTIFICATION
Security and reliable mobile digital
identification solutions bring the opportunity
to establish easier and flexible relations not
only between Governments and Citizens but
also between Governmental Institutions. The
healthcare, finance, retail, and enterprise
domains can benefit from mobile identification
solutions by making authentication processes
more reliable and convenient.

• eGovernement
• eHealth
• eCommerce
• eBanking
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RELATION
GOVERNMENTS
TO CITIZENS
The intrinsic connectivity feature of mobile
identification solutions enables an easier and faster
relation between Governments and their Citizens.
Several traditional services provided by Governments
can benefit from mobile identification approaches
reducing administrative steps and waiting times which
consequently increase satisfaction levels. Examples
of state-level services that can benefit from mobile
identification are:

3. Market Segments Impacted by Mobile Digital Identification

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Services - a mobile identification solution
can instantly trigger the authority’s access to
drivers’ information in traffic stops and daily
identification routines.

VOTING

traditional voting processes can benefit
from mobile identification solutions that can
anonymously recognize a Citizens right to
vote through digital voting processes, which
can decrease the time spent in queues and
trigger faster results.

TRAVEL
AUTHORIZATION
AND SECURITY

automatic travel authorization (touristic
or business) can be issued with mobile
identification solutions without compromising
security aspects.

POPULATION CENSUS

a centralized mobile identification
architecture enables a real time census,
where Governments could know the name,
date of birth, address, language, education
level, and profession of their population.
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3. Market Segments Impacted by Mobile Digital Identification

GOVERNMENT-TOGOVERNMENT

Interoperability
of the selected
solution is key
for this market
segment.

Globalization and constant growth in traveling
brings new challenges for secure and fast
foreigners identification.
Governments throughout the world need to
communicate and provide standard solutions
in order to assure universal access to services
required by their Citizens in different domains:
health, justice, education. Current time consuming
identification processes made by authorities all
over the world can be replaced by decentralized
and interoperable sovereign mobile digital
identification enabling more efficient processes.
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3. Market Segments Impacted by Mobile Digital Identification

eHEALTH
Healthcare systems can also benefit from a mobile
identification solution, giving the possibility to identify patients
directly to physicians and automatically allow physicians
to acess patients records. Besides, an easier and reliable
access to patient records mobile identification enables
physicians to provide a more accurate diagnostic. Sick leave
and medical prescriptions can also be easier to prescribe and
track. Medical insurance companies can also benefit from
mobile identification by keeping an identification track from
clients when these claim their medical insurance rights.

Mobile Digital Identification can safely
enable the acess to patient records
remotly helping physiciansto identify
the patients healthcare history in a
videocall medical appointment.
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eBANKING
eBanking solutions would be positively impacted by
digital identification solution that can provide trust in
remote access to bank accounts and perform several
banking operations such as cash transfers and financial
statement proof.

A reliable sovereign digital
identification solution would increase
the amount of eBanking operations
available decreasing time spent in
queues and automaticaly increase
productivity and services satisfaction
levels.

3. Market Segments Impacted by Mobile Digital Identification
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3. Market Segments Impacted by Mobile Digital Identification

MARKET SEGMENTS
Several market segments are moving to
adopt mobile identification solutions in order
to improve security, reduce costs and offer
more convenient services.
Mobile identification can certainly answer
to age verification needs of several vending
products and services, such as: alcohol,
tobacco, firearms, online/offline gambling,
car rental, hotels check-in and traveling.

Market segments
that need to do
identification and
age verification
with easier and
faster solutions.
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4. MOBILE DIGITAL IDENTIFICATION
APPLICATION USAGE MODES
Mobile digital identification solutions can be used mainly
for authentication proposes in several daily requests.
Mobile Digital identification applications can be used
to allow Citizens to electronically sign legal documents,
using a PKI infrastructure, without material credentials like
smartcards or specific harware to read them. When used
in online mode, mobile identification applications allow
activity logs, automatic signature revocations and avoids
the need of independent timestamps and blacklists.

Each of these authentication
daily requests are use cases
of mobile identification
solutions. The connection
between the digital and
physical world gives rise to
three main groups of mobile
identification usage modes:

A)
B)
C)

local authentication to other
mobile digital applications;
local authentication between
mobile devices or terminals;
remote server authentication

2. AUTHENTICATED SIGNATURE REQUEST
3. SIGNATURE ACTIVATION DATA

Mobile Digital identification applications have lower
cost per user when compared with physical identification
credentials.

User

4. SIGNATURE ACTIVATION DATA CONFIRMAION
6.SIGNATURE AUTHORIZATION
1. MOBILE DIGITAL
IDENTIFICATION ACTIVATION

5. SIGNATURE
GENERATION

Public key
infrasctructure (PKI)
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4. Mobile Digital Identification Application Usage Modes

A. LOCAL AUTHENTICATION
TO OTHER MOBILE DIGITAL
APPLICATIONS

B. LOCAL AUTHENTICATION
BETWEEN MOBILE DEVICES OR
TERMINALS

C. REMOTE SERVER
AUTHENTICATION

Local authentication to other mobile digital
applications can be useful for eBanking and
mobile payment services. Nowadays the
required authentication approach in mobile
applications is a typical sign-in solution with
a username and password.
A mobile identification solution would
enable an automated sign-in method,
complemented by biometric verification
solutions (digital fingerprint; iris scanners;
voice and face recognition) in order to
unlock mobile payment services or share
private banking information.

Local authentication between mobile
devices or terminals can be used by law
enforcement authorities for routine Citizen
identification such as during traffic stops.
The wireless local communication solutions
(Bluetooth; NFC) embedded into mobile
devices enable a short distance exchange
of identity information that can be validated
online or offline. At the same time short
distance communication through wireless
protocols can increase authorities’ security
when performing their duties, avoiding
direct contact that can protect authorities
from violence attempts and virus infections
such as Covid-19.

Mobile digital identifications can be used
for remote server authentication avoiding
traditional authentication methods based
on usernames and passwords. Identification
certificates would be exchanged between
mobile devices and remote servers allowing
a rigorous Citizens identity proof.
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5. CONCLUSION
Mobile services and mobile applications already
proved their value in facilitating the everyday life
of Citizens. Ease of use and permanent make
mobile applications a solution for several day-today needs.
With mobile application services comes the need
for mobile identification solutions, which will
progressively take market share from traditional
identification document solutions. Worldwide,
Governments will gradually notice the advantages
of implementing mobile digital identification
solutions, providing quicker identification services
to their Citizens, and consequently increasing
satisfaction levels. The international standards

under development are currently focusing their
efforts in homogenizing and promoting
interoperability of mobile Driving License (mDL)
solutions. However, other identification standards
and solutions will soon come to the market,
homogenizing Citizen’s identifications around the
world, which will help authorities in their security
duties. New mobile digital services based on
identification assurance will arise and change the
paradigm on how Citizens look at their identification
data and attributes in the physical and digital world.
The ease of use and the permanent wish for
connectedness make mobile applications an
irreplaceable solution for several day-to-day needs.
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INCM ́S GOAL IS TO PROVIDE
THE MOST SECURE DIGITAL
IDENTIFICATION SOLUTIONS
THAT CAN BE USED FROM
GOVERNMENTS, CITIZENS
AND COMPANIES ALL OVER
THE WORLD.
With the digital transition that we are currently experiencing
INCM also provides the most secure and convenient mobile
digital services for public or private organizations.
Please contact us if you want to know more or if you
are interested in how INCM can support you and your
organization.

5. Conclusion
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ABOUT
INCM
BY INCORPORATING
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
INTO ITS WIDE RANGE
OF ACTIVITIES, INCM IS
A COMPANY FOCUSED
ON THE FUTURE
AND COMMITTED
TO OVERCOME THE
CHALLENGES SET UP
BY ITS MISSION IN
AN INCREASINGLY
DIGITAL AND FASTCHANGING WORLD.

The Portuguese Mint and Official Printing Office (INCM) is a
Government owned public company resulting from the merger
of the National Printing Office (Imprensa Nacional) with the
Portuguese Mint (Casa da Moeda). The long history of the
companies that gave rise to INCM makes it the heir of the oldest
industrial establishments in the country.

INCMLAB is a department from INCM focused on
accelerating businesses, developing new security solutions and
new technologies to emerge products with high added value
throughout a RDI process, which is achieved by collaborating
closely with its external innovation network, composed by the
main Portuguese universities, research centers and startups.

The company is responsible for the production of goods and
Innovation is part of INCM’s DNA and is the basis of a
services that are essential to the functioning of the Portuguese
collaborative strategy, responsible for the integration of research
Government, such as high security identity and travel documents, in the development of innovative R&D projects.
coins and official publications, and a relevant set of products
INCMLab strategic lines are focused on the introduction of
and services to provide other Governments or companies with new products in INCM’s fields of activity namely, Identification
essential solutions to securely identify and authenticate persons or Documents, Digital Identification, Authentication, Traceability and
products providing the necessary trust in society critical activities. Brand Protection, eGovernment Services, sustainable Innovation
The new technologies make security printing and digital security regarding new materials and internal efficiency.
activities strategic areas for the company’s development, with the
most modern and secure identification solutions, in physical and
digital supports.
VISIT US AT: WWW.INCM.PT
The authentication of precious metal objects is also a task in
which INCM has a long tradition.
Publishing essential literary works of the Portuguese language
and culture is another INCM ś mission carried assuring the
preservation of Portuguese language.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: SÍLVIA GARCIA
HEAD OF INNOVATION LAB: SILVIA.GARCIA@INCM.PT
INCMLAB GERAL: LAB@INCM.PT
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